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 VOTE ON SWISS WEAPONS LAW
Because the EU is tightening up the 
weapons directive, Switzerland, as a 
member of the Schengen area, must 
adopt the EU›s tougher weapons law. 
The Swiss marksmen›s associations are 
dissatisfied with the EU decision. The 

conditions of the EU are a harassment. Rifles and pistols are deeply 
rooted in Swiss customs. Compared to all other EU states, Swit-
zerland has obtained special regulations. To this end, the Swiss 
soldier may take his assault rifle home after the WK, also, subject 
to conditions, at the end of his period of service.  
The number of private gun owners has risen i n recent years . 
Bild : SRF

 NATO: 70 YEARS OF ALLIANCE 
Founded in 1949 after the Second 
World War and the Cold War between 
East and West, NATO celebrates its 70th 
anniversary. Due to the current world-
wide military armament and the res-
urgence of the Cold War, Nato is beco-

ming increasingly important, although states such as FR, D and 
I pay too little. Bild : SRF

 CANTONAL ELECTIONS: WINNERS AND LOSERS 
 In the last two years new parliaments 
have been elected in some cantons 
(Zurich, Basel, Lucerne, Ticino, etc.). With 
the Canton of Ticino, the last canton in 
the current legislative period has elec-
ted. Now all eyes are on the federal 

e l e c t i o n s  i n  a u t u m n . .                        
Bild : SRF

 ALL-TIME HIGH IN SWISS EQUITY INDEX (SMI)
 A high dividend ensures a good mood 
among shareholders in Switzerland. 
Since the outbreak of the financial crisis 
in 2007/2008, the share price has risen 
by 44 %. In total, dividends of CHF 45 
billion were paid out - a record. The 

economy is currently in full swing, which is driving share prices to 
record levels worldwide.
Bild : SRF
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a)  What‘s the threat of a no? 

b)  What does Schengen Treaty contain? 

c)  What are the arguments of the opponents? 

d)  How many firearms are there in CH? 

e)  Name weapons that are prohibited in CH. 

f)  What is the characteristic of a semi-automatic or automatic weapon? 

a) What is  NATO?  

b)  What‘s the purpose? 

c)  What are the Member State‘s commitments? 

d)  What does Cold  War mean? 

a)  Who are the clear winners and losers in all cantonal parliamentary elections? 

b)  Which parties are right-wing parties? 

c)  Which parties are left-wing parties? 

d)  Which ideals do the „leftits“ pursue?

a)  What is the SMI? 

«

b)  What are dividends/returns? 

c)  Why is it important that shares are bought by companies? 

d)  What tax privileges are there for stock returns? 

e)  How do ordinary people benefit from successful shares? 

f) Name other stock exchanges. 

Can a ban on the possession of weapons prevent the misu-
se of weapons?? (individual answer)

ETHICAL QUES-
TION ?
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MICHAEL JACKSON - A PEDOPHILE?

SHALL WE STILL LISTEN TO HIS MUSIC?

A two-part documentary about Michael Jackson reveals unpleasant truths about 
 the King of Pop. In this documentary, two men report that Michael Jackson  
have been sexually assaulted. Is it morally correct that now such accusations against Jackson  
who can no longer defend himself? 
Should radios, as has already happened several times 
 in Australia and the U.S., his music is no longer playing? 
 
Take a look at the intro of the SRF (QR-Code on the right) in your commentary.  
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